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Where is your studio? 
I am a resident artist at Penland, so my studio is here at the barns. 

 
 
Do you work alone in your studio and do you prefer that to sharing studio space with other 
artists? 

I work alone, and that is how I like to work.  I do however enjoy having other people, 
preferably artists or craftspeople, in close proximity to my studio. 

 
 
Do you keep regular hours of work time? 

No, not even close.  I am surprised that I don’t, given that I worked such regular hours 
for so many years.  I consistently spend everyday from lunch until dinner in the studio, 
but my most productive hours generally occur somewhere between 10pm and 4am.  I 
track my hours and make sure I spend at least 40 hrs a week in the studio. 

 
 
Do you listen to music or prefer silence when you are most creative? 

I listen to so much music that I might say my ipod is the most important tool in my 
shop.  I prefer it too loud and too fast. 

 
 
How would a visitor describe your studio? 

That is a hard question.  I spend so much time in my studio that I can’t even see it 
anymore.  I asked a few people for their opinion, and it seems that organized chaos 
describes it best. 

 
 
Do you seek out conversation with other artists either formally or informally? 

I like to talk about art, but I don’t like having obligations and commitments hanging over 
my head, so I talk with friends and other artists whenever it comes up, which is 
frequent. 

 
 
Do you keep current with work or prefer to work without the potential influences? 

I try to stay current, especially when it comes to what other artists are doing with found 
chairs, or the chair form.  I feel that it is important to know what others are doing to 
prevent myself from being artistically redundant. 

 
 
What creative books or other sources do you find useful? 

I like to read, and look at books a lot. I read the news most every morning so I know 
what’s happening in the world beyond Penland.  The books, and news I read do not 
formally influence my work, however they do influence my perception of the world, and 



manifest themselves in what I make.  I pick my reading material with that in mind. There 
are a few blogs and websites I follow:  chair blog, desgnbloom. Otherwise, I love going 
into antique stores, or even better, junk shops.  I like looking at the ways they pile, 
stack, and hang furniture in overcrowded stores. 

 
 
What distracts you from your work?   

The internet. 
 
 
How do you nurture yourself to remain creative? 

I stay up too late.  To remain creative I spend time in my studio. I can spend hours 
standing there not really doing anything, just moving things around; stacking chairs, 
putting them next to each other, breaking them apart, organizing parts, staring at them 
scratching my head.  The space and things, which occupy my studio nurture me and tell 
me what to make next.  

 
 
Do you make office time and is that a struggle to balance the artist with the business-person? 

It’s a constant struggle.  I hate the office work, and don’t set enough time aside for it.  
Generally it works its way somewhere into my day.  I’ll deal with emails while finish is 
drying, or start on an application while my glue is curing.  When it doesn’t work itself 
into my day, I get way behind on the paperwork, and eventually will set aside a day to 
catch up. 

 
 
How many years did it take for you to feel accomplished at your craft?  And how many years 
have you been working in your materials or as an artist?  

Accomplished?  When do you feel accomplished? I first apprenticed with a woodworker 
in 1995.  So I have been working with wood full time for 17 years.  I am confident that I 
can build whatever idea comes into my head, but I am still learning and always will be.  I 
did traditional woodworking as a tradesman for 12 of those years.  During that time I 
always made sculpture as well as furniture, cabinets, and houses; in 2007 I officially began 
the shift from carpenter to artist when I went back to school to get an MFA in wood. 

 
 
Can you define studio practice as it relates to your life? 

I think about things, but I want them to be tangible.  If I leave work at the end of the day 
and there is not some physical representation of what happened I feel useless.  If I leave 
work and all I have done is use my body and my hands, and not challenged myself 
mentally I feel frustrated.  I decided to make art because it’s the only lifestyle that 
constantly allows me to fulfill both of these needs simultaneously.  I can read and think 
about environmental issues, dwell on my relationships with friends, ponder the lifecycle 
of a plant, and churn it all around while I am making an object which will have a physical 



presence, while also hopefully evoking all the abstractions I am considering.   In the end 
my studio practice is about embodying abstract ideas into physical objects.   

 
 

 
  



Tom Shields 
Artist Statement 
 
I surround myself, both at home and in the studio, with things other people throw away.  I am 
painfully aware of the quantity of  “things” in the world, and the landfills that are overflowing 
with them, so I use the garbage as my lumber-yard. I collect wood furniture from the trash and 
let it pile up in my studio until it slowly starts to work itself into groups.  In the course of a few 
weeks I constantly move and cluster chairs around my studio in different bunches.  Once the 
groups get narrowed I start letting them talk.  I have found that because I don’t work with an 
empty material, such as a lump of clay or a blank sheet of paper that the most important part of 
my process has become listening to what the material/objects are saying before I even touch 
them.  The old chair in the corner is already telling a story.  The wear on the front lower 
stretcher, the metal plate added in an attempt to repair it, the layers of upholstery hanging off, 
and the scratches in the old varnish all show evidence of the lives it literally supported. These 
damages show us the people who used it everyday to sit in while they worked, ate, relaxed, and 
lived.  To me these stories and marks are what make the material so interesting.  When I work 
with it I never really alter any chair, or change any story too much, I just rearrange their 
contexts.  I tweak the way the different chairs overlap and support each other; I use all their 
separate stories to tell my own. 
 
These chairs are being used as a metaphor for people, and through that metaphor and their 
arrangements I am exploring the ways in which people interact.  People and emotions are 
things that can never be predicted or controlled and for all we attempt to organize and 
structure these interactions they are filled with chaos and struggle.  The ways in which I arrange 
the stories/chairs I cull from other people’s garbage reflect the complexities of the inter-
personal systems we construct around ourselves everyday.  Chairs built into chairs speak of 
dependence; a chair with legs held off the ground but held by another talks of support.  Chairs 
clustered so tight that the intricacies become overwhelming explore the complexities of a 
group.  
 
All of my work is functional.  These relationships, just like chairs are not something we sit back 
and analyze from a distance.  We are intimately involved with them everyday.  I intend my work 
to be sat on and interacted with:  instead of merely looking at the grouping and the support, I 
invite the viewers to sit down and experience it.  All of my work is capable of sitting more than 
one person and the ways in which the sitters are forced to interact within the piece further 
enhances the complications and complicity of the relationships I am addressing.  Two seats 
crammed into one, force the users to get close to each other; compromise and accommodate.   
These interactions are limitless and my explorations of them varied. 
 
Despite working with garbage my methods and techniques are rooted in traditional 
woodworking.  I have been a woodworker for fifteen years and every decision I make is a result 
of this background.  I learned woodworking apprenticing in the trades.  I deliberately made this 
decision, for I believe that in order to effectively express yourself with a material you must 
intimately understand its nature.  I felt the best way to acquire that knowledge was by working 



with wood day after day, year after year. I became so deeply involved with wood as a substance 
that I actually believe it has become the unconscious core of how I express myself visually. 
When I want to communicate an idea I immediately tap into the techniques and forms that I 
have spent all this time learning.  I make “furniture” not because I am a furniture-maker, but 
because these forms have become my reflex vocabulary. 
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Thomas Shields 
c/o Penland School 

67 Dora’s Trail 
Penland NC 28765 

xtomshieldsx@gmail.com 
www.tomshieldsart.com 

 
828.280.3059 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
            
Education   
 
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth   New Bedford MA – MFA - Wood   2010 
 Summa Cum Laude 
 Thesis of Distinction 

Colby College   Waterville ME   BA - Anthropology     1993   

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exhibitions 

LEAP  Society for Contemporary Craft  Pittsburgh  PA    2012  
Penland Residents   Penland Gallery  Penland NC      2011 

UNCA Invitational   S. Tucker Cooke Gallery  Asheville  NC    2011 

We, You, and I  Narrows Center for the Arts  Fall River MA – 3 person invitational 2010   

Liminal Spaces   South Shore Arts Center  Cohasset MA – 4 person invitational 2010   

Six Degrees of Separation  Furniture Society Conference  MA – regional juried 2010   

Faculty Selects  Furniture Society Conference  Cambridge MA – national juried 2010   

Narrows Center Artists  Judith Klein Gallery  New Bedford MA - invitational 2010   

Thesis Show  University of Massachusetts  New Bedford MA   2010 

Descanse e Reflita   Navio Gallery  New Bedford MA - invitational   2009   

Resurrect   Mesa Contemporary Arts   Mesa AZ – national juried   2009   

8 Robeson   Gallery 244  New Bedford MA      2008 

Empty Spaces  New Bedford MA       2008 

Against the grain   Cotuit Arts Center   Cotuit MA - invitational   2008   

Glimpse   Gallery 244   New Bedford MA         2007 

Bookopolis  Asheville BookWorks  Asheville NC - juried    2006   

Doors of Asheville   auction/benefit   Asheville NC - juried    2005   

Game of Chance   Wedge Gallery   Asheville NC        2005 

New Work   520 Gallery   Asheville NC – 2 person show     2005 



Wood On the Wall  Rosetta’s   Asheville NC – solo show      2004 

Body of Work   Gallery Agniel   Providence RI – local juried     2003  

Group   Julian’s  Providence RI        2002 

Exquisite Corpse   Nautical Fine Arts Block Island RI       2001 

Live-Work-Space   Fort Thunder   Providence RI        2001 

 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Awards – Residencies 

Penland School of Crafts – Resident Artist        2011-2014 

LEAP Award finalist-  Society for Contemporary Craft     2010  

Thesis of Distinction-  UMass Dartmouth      2010 

Scholarship- American Craft Council Conference     2009 

Lillian Jenkins Scholarship-   UMass Dartmouth          2009 

Penland School of Craft- Carrie Bringle Scholarship     2008 

Anderson Ranch- Sam Maloof Scholarship       2008 

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth-  Assistantship        2007-2010 

Penland School of Craft- Doug Sigler Scholarship        2006 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Press     

500 Cabinets  Lark Books  Asheville NC       2010  

Standard Times, Review - MFA Thesis Show by David Beuce          4.15.10 

Panelist – “C” Word Road Show – Sponsored by the Fuller Craft Museum  2009 

Phoenix New Times, Review - Resurrect by Wynter Holden           6.16.09 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Collections - Commissions  

Permanent Collection -  Gregg Museum  NC State University    Raleigh NC 

Permanent Collection – D’Amour Museum of Fine Arts           Springfield MA 

Jim Goodmon           Raleigh NC 

Memory Holloway         North Dartmouth MA 

Dr Richard Eaton                    Westport MA 

Robert Ebendorf                  Greenville NC 

______________________________________________________________________ 



 

Teaching  

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth  New Bedford MA 

Teacher of Record- 3-D Design- Wood     2010 

Teacher of Record- Independent Study- Wood II    2009 

Teacher of Record- Furniture Design and Woodworking I   2009 

Teacher of Record- Furniture Design and Woodworking I   2008 

Teaching Assistant- Furniture Design and Woodworking I   2008   

Penland School of Craft  Penland  NC      2009  

Studio Assistant- Wooden Books     

Square Peg Construction  Asheville NC            2004-2007 

Sharpening demo’s for woodworking company.       

Rhode Island School of Design       1998  

  Lectured students on wood species, selection, purchasing.    

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Woodworking  

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth New Bedford MA   2007 

 Furniture Shop Technician 

   Maintain, repair and purchase tools and equipment. 

Square Peg Construction   Asheville NC              2002-2007 

 Shop Supervisor for four employees.   

   Design and build custom woodworking. 

Self-employed   Providence RI               1999-2002 

 Sole proprietor of custom woodworking shop. 

Rhode Island School of Design   Providence RI           1997-1998 

 Metcalf Supply Store – employee/tech. 

Angle Wright Woodworking   Providence RI            1995-1996 

 Apprentice in custom cabinet shop. 

 


